
Walls are not just spaces 

to hang pictures, but 

they define who you are.  

Walls add character to 

an empty space and we, 

at Neocrete, help you to 

create it……

DECORATIVE 

WALLS

WALL IS A REFLECTION OF 

YOUR PERSONA
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Metal wall textures 

Neocoat Metallix is a technologically advanced epoxy-metal

formulation to be used on walls to give breath-taking metal-

effect coating. The 3K system is easy to mix and apply over

prepared wall surface that can subsequently be polished to give

unique texture and effect. It is fast-setting and non-sagging.

One of the most alluring things about metal is its ability to

reflect high wavelengths of light. The natural reflective capacity

via the shiny surface of metal creates a high visual impact within

interior design.

From single tone to a mix of multiple tones, metal effect can be

given to walls to create a character and a statement piece.

Neocoat Metallix will provide an added ambience look and an

instant wow effect.

Neocoat Metallix 

 Excellent bond to various sub-strates

 Zero VOC and odourless

 Good resistance to chemicals.

 Reproduces the effect of metal surface

 Easy to clean and maintain.

 Can be sanded and polished to provide

required texture or finish

 Patina or rust effect can be given on specific

metals



NEOCOAT PMP

 Excellent malleability to have extended
working time

 Easy to create embossed designs
over stencils

 Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

 Excellent adhesion, low shrinkage, fine
surface finish

 Short curing period of 48 hrs

 Exhibits fine details when applied with
texture or stamping mats

EMBOSSING WALL PUTTY

Neocoat PMP is a unique, polymer- modified, 

embossing plaster, specially designed to 

create designs on walls. Neocoat PMP is 

supplied with white cement and needs only 

addition of water. It gives an exceptional 

leveling putty to provide high strength and 

excellent finish. Optionally polymer can be 

added to obtain additional strength. 

Neocoat PMP shall be applied on walls over 

which stencils or texture mats or rollers can 

be applied to provide great designs. Neocoat

PMP stays malleable for a considerable 

amount of time to enable application of 

texture mats or stencils. Neocoat PMP can 

be applied on both interior as well as 

exterior surfaces.



3D WALLS 

Today there are many ways to make your walls eye-

catching: make a colorful statement wall, a wall with 

some 3D-effect mural followed by a glossy 3D epoxy 

coating. 

OurNeosealer HD is designed to accentuate the

high-quality 3D mural into a work of art. Our 

Neosealer HD coated wall will totally change the 

look and feel of the space around you and sure to 

create a “WOW’ factor

It is always desirable to visually enlarge an 

interior by choosing a brighter color scheme 

which will lighten the room or decorating the 

space in the minimalist style. However, a much 

easier and faster way to achieve the desired 

effect and enjoy a more spacious interior is by 

using a 3d wall mural. It really has the potential 

to change the perceived size of a room. Either a 

picturesque landscape or an abstract picture can 

create a tranquil atmosphere or enliven the 

space. Choose your theme and we provide it…..

3D WALL

That Transforms your living room

Transformation of a 2-D picture into a 3-D 

look and feel involves proper selection, 

planning , quality of image and above all the 

application of a superior epoxy sealer that 

adds depth and character to  the prosaic 

mural.  Neosealer HD is a product that is 

so unique  that converts the interior space 

beyond imagination. 



METALLIC EPOXY COATINGS

NEOCRETE OFFERS 

THE ENTIRE RANGE 

OF DECORATIVE 

OPTIONS TO 

MEAMORPHOSE 

YOUR WALLS AND 

FLOORS ……

Neocoat Sparkle, a formulation of new-age 

epoxy polymer crosslinking system, coupled with 

specialty additives and metallic pigments provides a 

dazzling array of colours and designs. The cured 

film is hard and smooth to impart a stain-free, 

abrasion-resistant surface. Suitable for floors and 

walls, Neocoat Sparkle can render a decorative, 

elegant and regal look that is unmatched and

unique.

NEOCOAT
SPARKLE

CONVERTING THE SPACE 

TO A WORK OF ART
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